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WHAT HAPPENS TO THE STREETS OF PRISHTINA. Temporary architecture and elective community devices
22nd July - 2nd August 2013 | University of Prishtina “Hasan Prishtina”, International Summer University 2013 |  KOSOVO 

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The contemporary transformation of the city display a profound redrawing of the contours of 
public and private spaces. This produce a vigorous debate in architecture and urbanism on 
the transformation of public space: discourses that lamented “the end of public spaces”, or 
other contrasting opinions that advocated new forms of public space for collective use, with 
processes and movements of occupation of squares and streets. 
WHAT HAPPENS TO THE STREETS OF PRISHTINA? temporary architectures and elective com-
munity devices.The course will aim to investigate which spaces of Prishtina are now empty, 
abandoned or underutilized and which populations of Prishtina can reactivate the public space. 
Today which elective community can redefine a space as a public good?  Students will experi-
ment and realize some intervention devices like interviews with local stakeholders,achieve a 
coordinated signage and graphics,designing of temporary infrastructures and architectures 
that will enable groups of concerned citizens - the elective communities- to turn on a six-
month program of activities and events related to art, sport, community gardening, music... 
A program that can accommodate even international events, that make tell also abroad “what 
happens to the streets of Prishtina?”.



 

 

What happens to the streets of Prishtina? 

 

Visiting professor: Prof. Isabela Inti,  
University Polotecnico di Milano, Italy 

Co-Professor: Prof. Rozafa Basha, 
Faculty of Engineering and Architecture, University of Prishtina “Hasan Prishtina” 
 
The course stage:  Bachelor 

Language of courses:  English  

Duration:  22nd July – 2nd August 2013 

Working time (hours a day):  3 

Number of ECTS credits: 4 

Teaching Method:  Lecture, written assignments, group work and student presentations, etc. 

Course Description:  The contemporary transformations of the city display a profound redrawing of the 
contours of the public and private spaces. This produces a vigorous debate in architecture and urbanism 
on the transformation of public space: discourses that lamented “the end of public spaces”, or other 
contrasting options that advocated new forms of public space for collective use, with processes and 
movements  of occupation of squares and streets. 
WHAT HAPPENS TO THE STREETS OF PRISHTINA? temporary architectures and elective community 
devices. This course will aim to investigate which spaces of Prishtina are now empty, abandoned or 
underutilized and which populations of Prishtina can reactivate the public space. Today which elective 
community can redefine a space as a public good?  
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Experts involved: 
Giulia Cantaluppi, association Temporiuso.net, Italy
Gyler Mydyti, PhD candidate Politecnico di Milano,Visiting PhD Marne la Vallée, Paris

Number of students:  25
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COURSE OBJECTIVES
The course WHAT HAPPENS TO THE STREETS OF PRISHTINA? temporary architectures and 
elective community devices, will avail of theoretical lessons -ex cathedra- that allow the stu-
dent to learn about case studies and notions on temporary reuse, about temporary archi-
tectures  and infrastructures, on reactivation devices for abandoned spaces, how to build a 
social and cultural program for a public space. Furthermore, the possibility of intervention on 
site,through surveys, interviews,search of recycling materials and selfconstruction of local 
microprojects, will lead students to evaluate with their own workshop experience the limits 
and the potentials of interventions in public space.

TEACHING METHODS
Classroom lectures, site visits and guided tours, participatory design,laboratory DIY with re-
cycled materials, public exhibition of the project 
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COURSE TOPICS
The course will aim to investigate which spaces of Prishtina are now empty, abandoned or 
underutilized and which populations of Prishtina can reactivate the public space. 
During the week will be told the results of researches and case studies on these topics with 
the following lessons:
00. LEARNING FROM PRISHTINA by RozafaBasha CoProfessor of University of Prishtina
01. WHAT IS TEMPORARY REUSE? Devices and strategies of intervention by Prof. Isabella Inti 
02. TEMPORARY REUSE, a pocket guide by Prof. Isabella Inti
03. PERMANENT vs TEMPORARY ARCHITECTURES, techniques and levels of intervention by 
Prof. Isabella Inti
04. AEREOSOLAR MUSEUM by Giulia Cantaluppi, temporiuso.net association
05. PARTICIPATION IN WHICH WAY? An inquiry on the current forms of participation by Prof. 
Isabella Inti
06. CONCRETE MUSHROOMSReusing Albania’s 750,000 Abandoned Bunkers
by Gyler Mydyti, PhD candidate Politecnico di Milano University 
07. USE Uncertain States of Europe (research edited by Multiplicity) by Prof. Isabella Inti

LEARNING OUTCOMES
At the end of the course students will be able to: 
- draft a map in googlemap which can post abandoned or underutilized spaces
- build a program of meetings and participatory planning for a local community
- to formulate strategies and design assumptions of abandoned spaces for public or private 
owners
- to hypothesise temporary architecture projects with a focus on re-use of local materials
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APPLICATION DEADLINES
The 13th Edition of  University of Prishtina - International Summer University  UPISU  will be 
held at the University of Prishtina “Hasan Prishtina”, in Prishtina, Republic of Kosova, from 
July 22 to 02 August  2013. 
The 13th edition of the ISU is open to all students and will help all participants to gain from new 
methods of lecturing and research as well as enjoying the international atmosphere. As set by 
the traditional program itself, this year’s program also bring together regional & international 
professors and lecturers for a period of two weeks and provide the opportunity for local and 
international students to learn and share their experiences.   
For more information on all the courses please see:
http://uvp.uni-pr.edu/Programi-Akademik.aspx  
Application form:
http://unvp.uni-pr.edu/Studentet.aspx?l=Q7yov+b+iJ8=&r=kD7mMgSU5a0=
Deadline for application is June 10, 2013.  

TRAVEL AND ACCOMODATION INFORMATION 
The University of Prishtina select and invite the Visiting Professor that will provide all the les-
sons of the workshop with no tuition. 
To the international students selected the University will provide for 100 € for the whole 2 weeks:  
- a room in the dormitories, that will be share with one or two other students 
- 3 meals a day at the student canteen (breakfast, lunch and dinner)
Tips for the trip:
http://www.belleaireurope.eu
http://info.airprishtina.com/content/index.php?id=119&no_cache=1&L=1
Car-sharing it is always recommended. 

INFO 
Mirjeta ISMAJLI |  Programme Officer Prishtina International Summer University
| mirjeta.ismajli@uni-pr.edu  | Tel.: +381 38 246 750 |  http://www.uni-pr.edu | official facebook site.:https://www.
facebook.com/pages/Prishtina-International-Summer-University/149365761783482?ref=hl
temporiuso.net association | Tel. +39 02 2399 5535 / 2678 | workshop@temporiuso.org


